DAY 1
HALL A

9.00AM TO 10.00 AM
IC 70
CATARACT SOS, MSICS! – Manual Small Incision Cataract Surgery in Challenging Situations
Chief Instructor- Dr. Shivkumar Chandrasekaran
Topics- 10 min each
1. MSICS in small pupils - Dr. Shivkumar Chandrasekaran
2. MSICS in brunescent cataracts - Dr. V.R. Vivekanandan
3. MSICS in subluxated and traumatic cataracts - Dr. Shekhar Madhu
4. MSICS in mature and intumescent cataracts - Dr. Gomathi @ Ramya M
5. MSICS in Phacomorphic and Phacolytic glaucomas - Dr. Indira Durai

10.00 AM TO 11.00 AM
SYMPOSIUM
PHACO-HIGHLIGHTS
Chair Person: Dr. D. Ramamurthy
Co-Chair Person: Dr. PP Soundararajan.
Moderator: Dr. Haripriya Aravind
Topics- 8 min each
1. Enhanced visualisation for cataract surgery in corneal haze and opacity - Dr. Rajesh Sinha
2. Managing sub-optimal refractive outcome after cataract surgery - Dr. D. Ramamurthy
3. Small Pupil Management - Dr. Shreesha Kumar K
4. Phaco chop techniques - Dr. Mohan Rajan
5. Monofocal, Multifocal, Trifocal or Extended depth of focus IOLs? - Which one is the best for my patients- Dr. Krishna Prasad Kudlu
6. Management of corneal oedema after Phacoemulsification - Dr. Namrata Sharma

11.00 AM TO 12.00 PM
IC 43
CATARACT Mastering TORIC IOLs
Chief Instructor- Dr. Ramamurthy D
Topics- 10 min each
1. Dr. Ramamurthy D- Barrett's Toric Iol Calculator - A Complete Overview
2. Dr. Tamilarasi S- Preoperative Measurements - A Complete Picture
3. Dr. Shreyas R- Intraoperative Clues of Toric Iol Implantation in Different Settings
4. Dr. Gitansha Sachdev- Verion Image Guided Systems
5. Dr. R. Chitra- Toric Iol Complications - Best Strategies

12.00 PM TO 1.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
THE GREAT DEBATE
Chair Person: Dr Mohan Rajan
Co-Chair Person: Dr Ramesh Dorairajan
Moderator: Dr. T.S. Mohamed Sayee
Topics- 10 min each
1. Glued IOL- Dr. R. Kaladevi VS Iris Claw IOL- Dr. JK Reddy
2. Toric IOL- Dr. Ramesh Dorairajan VS Femto LRI for Astigmatism less than 1D - Dr. Chitra Ramamoorthy
3. Small Pupil- Rings- Dr. Pratyush Ranjan VS Hooks- Dr. S. Jeyanthan
4. Unilateral Cataract- MonoFocal- Dr. Lional Raj D VS Multifocal IOL- Dr. Madhu Shekhar
5. Multifocal IOL- EDOF IOL- Dr. Krishnaprasad R VS PRESBYOND- Dr. Krishna Prasad Kudlu

1.00 PM to 2.00 PM
ALCON SPONSORED SESSION-
Moderators: Dr. P.P. Sounderarajan & Dr. R. Selvarangam
1. My Journey With Alcon Phaco Development Program (PD) - Dr. Usha Raghunathan
2. My experience with phaco on low IOP - Dr. C Balasubramaniam
3. Astigmatism Correction - A Medical Necessity - Dr. Jeyanthan
4. Post op diagnosis of dry eye & ocular surface - Dr. Nirmal Fedrick
5. Patient outcomes with advanced technology trifocal IOL - Dr. Chitra Ramamurthy
6. Role of preloaded IOLS in advanced cataract surgery - Dr. Liona Raj

2.00 PM TO 3.30 PM
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES/ S TALK
Chair-persons: Dr. Ananda Kannan, Dr. Namperumalswamy, & Dr. Thangavelu
Moderator: Dr. Sozhamadevi S

S TALK- 20 mins
The less heard success story will be presented as a speech or as a video.
   1. S-Talk - Dr. Rangini Sundara Rajan
   2. S-Talk - Dr. Srinivasan
   3. S-Talk - Dr. Nirmal Fedrick

INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
Here we present the infinite possibilities to fit in our tiny little boxes and achieve professional satisfaction
   4. My Next Step - POSSIBILITIES AFTER POST GRADUATION - Dr. Venkatesh Prajna - 8 minutes
   5. My Goal - IN 20 YEARS OF PRACTICE - Dr. Panneerselvam - 8 minutes
   6. My independence - GROUP PRACTICE - Dr. Arulmozhi Varman - 8 minutes
   7. I have accomplished - Dr. Natarajan S

3.30 PM TO 4.00 PM
Centuries in Ophthalmology
Chair-person—Dr. V M Loganathan, Dr. Chandrakumar
Topics- 10 min each
   1. Strategy for combating blindness due to glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy - Dr. Chandrakumar
   2. 200 years of Ophthalmology - Dr. Natarajan President@aios.org
   3. 100 years of Ophthalmology in Tanjavur - Dr. Gnanaselvan - helengs18@hotmail.com 10 minutes

4.00 PM TO 4.30 PM
SPONSORED SESSION
Carl Ziess Session
Chairman: Dr. Mohan Rajan . Moderator: Dr. Arul Mozhi Varman
Simplification of Astigmatism Management - Dr. Arul Mozhi Verma
Premium IOLs are for all - Dr. Mohan Rajan
Total Keratometry new dimension in Optical Biometers.- Dr. Shreya Ramamurthy:

INAUGURAL FUNCTION - 5.30 TO 7.45PM
PLEASE SEE THE INVITATION AT THE END OF THE BROCHURE.

HALL B

9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM
IC 86
Dilemmas in treating Microbial Keratitis
Chief Instructor- Dr. Divya Manohar
   1. Detecting the microbes: Clinical work up - Dr. Divya Manohar - 5 min
   2. Microbiology Work up - Dr. Lalitha Prajan - 10 min
   3. Disarming the microbes: Bacterial - Dr. Josephine Christy S - 10 min
   4. Disarming the microbes: Fungal - Dr. Tiruvengada Krishnan K - 10 min
   5. Therapeutic keratoplasty: How to maximize the results? - Dr. Divya Manohar - 10 min
6. Recognizing and treating uncommon microbes- Dr.Prabhu Vijayaraghavan- 5 min

10.00 AM TO 11.00 AM
SYMPOSIUM
“A Potpourri of Classic Uveitis: Case based discussion”
Chair person: Dr.Jyotirmay Biswas,
Co-Chairman: Dr. Sridharan Sudharshan
Convenor: Dr. S.Bala Murugan
Topics: 8 min each
1. A case of seronegativespondyloarthropathy: Dr. Anuratha
2. A case of intermediate uveitis: Dr. S. Bala Murugan
3. A case of retinal vasculitis: Dr. Sridharan Sudharshan
4. A case of Vogt Koyanagi Harada’s disease: Dr. Jyotirmay Biswas
5. A case of necrotising scleritis: Dr. Manohar Babu full
6. A case of serpiginoidchoroidopathy: Dr. Vanila

11.00 AM TO 12.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
Ocular Surface disease- THE DED
Chairperson: Dr. Namrata Sharma,
Co-chairperson: Dr. Srinivas K Rao
Moderator: Dr. Sujatha Mohan
Topics- 10 min each
1. Diagnosing dry eye clinically - Dr. Srinivas K Rao
2. The dry eye clinic- Dr. Sujatha Mohan
3. Substituting the tears appropriately — Dr. Pragya
4. Surgical management of Dry Eye - Dr. Bhaskar Srinivasan
5. LSCD- Dr. Namrata Sharma

12.00 PM TO 12.30 PM
NABH Assessment based Case Scenarios- Problems and Solutions
Convenor- Dr. D. Chandrasekar
Panelist
Dr. Nirmal Fredrick
Dr. Gagan Dudeja

12.30 PM TO 1.10 PM
IC 5
“Hospital Infection Control Practices & Protocols Simplified”- A Video assisted Interactive Session
Chief Instructor- Dr. Rajiv Sukumaran
Topics- 8 min each
1. Hospital Infection Control – Introduction- Dr. Chandrasekhar D
2. Mandatory Procedures and Protocols - Dr. Rajiv Sukumaran
3. Hospital Infection Control Surveillance - Dr. Ashok Baskar W
4. Role of Microbiological Workup- Dr. Rammohan R

1.10 PM TO 1.30 PM
MMS
Chair-Presen- Dr. Rajiv Sukumaran
Co ChairPerson- Dr. Ezhilvendhan
1. Making and Evaluating Regional Language Translator Apps for Ophthalmologists- Dr John Davis Akkara,
2. Family Screening - An Effective Way To Combat Glaucoma Blindness - Dr Pavan Kumar MG

1.30 PM TO 2.00 PM
Hospitals & Insurances- The present scenario
Chair-persons- Dr.S.S.Sukumar, Dr.V.Thangavelu
Topics- 10 min each
1. “Hospital in today’s scenario” - Dr S Karthick Prabhu
2. "Health insurance packages and Hospital costing do they shake hands" - Dr.A.K.Ravikumar

2.00 PM TO 3.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
Oculofacial Rejuvenation –
Chairperson - Dr. Hadi. M. K
Co-Chair - Dr. Usha Kim
Moderator - Dr. G. Seethapathy
Topics - 10 min each
1. UpperBlepharoplasty - Dr. E.Ravindra Mohan
2. LowerBlepharoplasty - Dr. E.Ravindra Mohan
3. Botox in Aesthetics - Dr. Gagan Dudeja
4. Fillers in Aesthetics - Dr. M.K.Shetty
5. Minimally invasive Aesthetic Eye Plastic surgery - keynote - Dr. Hadi. M. K

3.00 PM TO 4.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
KERATITIS - ASSORTED
Chairperson : Dr.Radhika Natarajan
Co-chairperson: Dr Azimuddin Azim Siraj
Moderator: Dr. Tiruvengada Krishnan K
Topics- 10 min each
1. Atypical Keratitis - Dr K Vasantha
2. Viral keratitis (Stromal & Endothelial)- Dr Mohd Shahbaaz
3. Acanthamoeba keratitis – Dr.Meena Lakshmipathy
4. Toxic Keratitis- Dr Azimuddin Azim Siraj
5. The next – if medical therapy fails - Dr Rajesh Sinha

4.00 PM TO 5.00 PM
OCULAR TRUMA SOCIETY OF INDIA SYMPOSIUM
Chairperson: Dr Mehul Shah
Co-chairperson: Dr Prashant Bawankule
Moderator: Dr Nirmal Fredrick
Topics – 8 min each
1. Strategies for complex open globe injuries - Dr Mehul Shah
2. Traumatic ptosis - Dr Shreya Shah
3. Traumatic glaucoma - Dr Nirmal Fredrick
4. Surgical algorithms in managing orbital trauma - Dr Seethapathy
5. Traumatic vitreous haemorrhage - Dr Prashant Bwankule
6. Traumatic lid repair - Dr Kavita Yuvaraj

HALL C
9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM
IC 3
Comprehensive Nystagmus Management
Chief Instructor- Dr.Muralidharan R
Topics- 10 min each
1. The surgical management of Infantile Nystagmus- Dr.Muralidharan R
2. Evaluating Infantile Nystagmus: a practical approach- Dr.Vaishnavi M
3. Understanding NAFX, LFD, LT: Making the most of VNG in nystagmus- Dr.Shashikanth Shetty
4. The evaluation of acquired Nystagmus from a neurologist’s viewpoint- Dr.Balamurugan
5. Grand rounds in Nystagmus: A overview of difficult to manage cases and synopsis- Dr.Rohit Saxena

10.00 AM TO 11.00 AM
SYMPOSIUM
Laying a strong foundation – Let’s hear it from the masters
Chairperson : Dr Mahesh P Shanmugam
Co-chairperson : Dr R J Madhusudhan
Moderator : Dr Madanagopalan V G
Topics- 10 mins each
1. Principles and goals of surgery in Scleral Buckling- Dr Mahesh P Shanmugam
2. Principles and goals of surgery in vitrectomy for rhegmatogenous RD- Dr Suganeswari
3. Principles and goals of surgery in vitrectomy for tractional RD- Dr. V R Saravanan
4. Principles and goals of surgery in vitreoretinal interface disorders- Dr Naresh Babu
5. Principles and goals of surgery in ocular trauma- Dr S Natarajan

11.00 am to 12.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
Pediatric Ophthalmology- an Indian perspective
Chairperson- Dr. Kalpana Narendran
Co-Chairperson- Dr. Jitendra Jethani
Moderater- Dr. Kavita Kalaivani
Topics- 10 min each
1. Prescribing glasses in children (Dr. Shruti Dheep)
2. Atropine in myopia- what the evidence says(Dr. Jitendra Jethani)
3. Cortical visual impairment- the Ophthalmologist's role in early detection and management (Dr.Kavita Kalaivani)
4. Amblyopia management-advances in management and challenges faced in Indian scenerai(Dr. Kalpana Narendran)
5. Paediatric Ophthalmology-My experience (Dr. VC Parthasarathy)

12.00 PM TO 1.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
Symposium on challenges in Diabetic Retinopathy
Chairperson : Dr R Kim
Co-chairperson : Dr. Vijaya Shanmugam
Moderator : Dr Manjunath
Topics- 8 min each
1. Diabetes mellitus and diabetic retinopathy – a holistic view of the onset and progression of retinopathy- Dr R Kim
2. Anti VEGFs in DME and PDR -Dr Ashish Sharma
3. Laser therapy for DME and PDR -Dr Usha Manoharan
4. Management of cataract and glaucoma in an eye with DR- Dr Meena Chakrabarti
5. Artificial Intelligence and DR screening – where are we today?- Dr Rajiv Raman
6. Counselling and winning the patients trust in the long arduous journey of DR -Dr Sriram Gopal

1.00 PM TO 2.00 PM
O2 - ONLY 2 MINUTES
Judge-
1. Dr.Namitha
2. Dr.Subashini
3. Dr. Anuradha
O2M1
OSTEOMA OF MAXILLARY SINUS PRESENTING AS EPIPHORA- A RARE ENTITY
Chief Author : D 2596 - Dr.DEEPA R
O2M4
STEP UP WITH YOKED PRISMS!
Chief Author : S1733 - Dr.Sahithya B
O2M6
BLINDSPOT IN ULTRASOUND CENTRAL CORNEAL THICKNESS (CCT) MEASUREMENT CCT OF APEX VS CCT OF VERTEX
Chief Author : P2191 - Dr.Prasanna Venkatesh R
O2M7
THE SINISTER HOOK
Chief Author : K484 - Dr.Kavitha Ramakrishnan
O2M8
CONFIRM IT! CATCH IT! THROW IT OUT!
Chief Author : K484 - Dr.Kavitha Ramakrishnan
O2M10
A RARE CASE OF FALSE LOCALIZATION SIGN IN TWO CHILDREN
Chief Author : M2724 - Dr.Mohammed Muhazir S.M
O2M11
OPTHAL TORRENTS
Chief Author : R2695 - Dr.Revathy A
O2M12
FLIP TECHNIQUE - IS IT BEING WELL UTILISED?
Chief Author : J1543 - Dr.Jey Pranesh C.B
O2M13
CATCH AND CURE ME IF YOU CAN...
Chief Author : D2821 - Dr.Divya .J
O2M14
DICLOFENAC INDUCED PAPILLEDEMA AN IDIOSYNCRATIC REACTION
Chief Author : A2894- Dr.Abhinay A
O2M15
A CASE REPORT OF GOLDMANN FAVRE SYNDROME
Chief Author : D 2646 - Dr.Dhanapriya S
O2M17
A CLINICAL STUDY ON GRANULOMATOUS UVEITIS IN HYPER IGE SYNDROME
Chief Author : K2728 - Dr.Kaavya M
O2M18
HOW RELEVANT IS OCULAR DOMINANCE IN MONOVISION THERAPY
Chief Author : V2472 - Dr.Varshini Ramesh
O2M19
NO TOUCH TECHNIQUE FOR OSSN
Chief Author : R1384 - Dr.Rita Hepsi Rani M
O2M20
SMARTPHONE APPS FOR LOW VISION PATIENTS
Chief Author : JN2338 - Dr.John Davis Akkara
O2M21
EK MALL DHO THUKDA
Chief Author : B1151 - Dr.Balaji Kann
O2M22
TRAUMATIC CRAO OCCLUSION WITH CILLIORETINAL ARTERY SPARING- UNUSUAL PRESENTATION.
Chief Author : S 2563 - Dr.Susil Kumar Pani
O2M23
OPTICNEURITISINEVOLUTION--ANUNUSUALPRESENTATIONIN YOUNG MYOPIC WITHNEWLY DETECTEDDIABETES.
Chief Author : S 2563 - Dr.Susil Kumar Pani
2.00 PM TO 3.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
VAST in strabismus
Chairperson - Dr. Meenakshi Swaminathan
Co chairperson- Dr. B.Pramila
Moderator- Dr. Sujay Siddharthan
Topics- 10 min each
1. Examination and evaluation- Dr. Anthony Arockiadass
2. Non surgical management- Dr. Jitendra Jethani
3. Rectus muscle surgeries- Dr. Manjula Jayakumar
4. Oblique muscle surgeries - Dr. Meenakshi Swaminathan
5. Nystagmus surgeries - Dr. Muralidhar Rajamani

3.00 PM TO 4.00 PM
COURT MARTIAL-
Dr. Chitra Ramamoorthy- Defence Council
Dr. Partha Biswas- Public Prosecutor
The defendants for Court Martial are :
1- Dr Shreyas Ramamurthy
2- Dr Nishanth Madhivanan
3- Dr Atheek Sheik
4- Dr Ravichandran
5- Dr KS Siddharthan
Judge - Dr D Ramamurthy
Juries
1- Dr Krishnadas
2- Dr Ramakrishnan
3- Dr Siddharthan.V
4- Dr Narendran
5- Dr Madhivanan
6- Dr Usha Kim

4.00 PM TO 5.00 PM
IC 49
SQUINT Different strabimus entities and different ways to handle
Chief Instructor- Dr.R.Meenakshi
Topics- 10 min each
1. Large angle esotropia-even we do transplantation procedures!- Dr.R.Meenakshi
2. DRS -How to overcome this congenital entity- Dr.Fathima.A
3. Non surgical helping hands-Botox and Prisms in strabismus- Dr.Sabyasachi Chakrabarty
4. Solutions to solve vertical disorders:Browns and MED- Dr. Veena K
5. Myopic strabismus and strabismus fixus- Dr. Rupa A

HALL D

9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM
IC 72
GLAUCOMA: A Neophyte Gonioscopist’s Animative Guide and Videographic Tool Box
Chief Instructor- Dr.Prasanna Venkatesh R
1. Visualising a normal angle? Differentiating normal Vs abnormal- Dr. Prasanna Venkatesh R- 5min
2. Gonioscopy in special situations- Dr. Prasanna Venkatesh R- 5 min
3. Various Grading of the angle. Diagramming Gonioscopy- Dr. S.G.Priya – 9 min
4. Indirect Gonioscopic examination - Patient examination, Lens examination and Angle viewing order- Dr. Mohideen Abdul Kader PMT – 10 min
5. Direct Gonioscopic examination. How and its role in today’s glaucoma practice- Dr. Sathyan P- 6 min
6. Gonio - Wide variety, which one you can pick- Dr. N.R. Rangaraj- 7 min
7. Video-graphic Clinical day to day case scenarios- Dr. Sathyan P- 10 min

10.00 AM TO 11.30 AM
SYMPOSIUM
GLAUCOMA .THE BEGINNING
Chair: Dr. Kandiah.R
Co-Chair: Dr. Krishnaprasad.R
Moderator: Dr. P. Maheshwari
Topics- 10 min each
1. THE OPTI DISC...WHAT TO LOOK FOR – Dr. Mohideen Abdul Kader PMT
2. IOP. ...THE INDICATOR? Dr. Sharmila
3. VISUAL FIELDS and ONH IMAGING...WHEN AND WHY? — Dr. N. Sathian
4. MEDICAL MANAGEMENT...SAVE THE SIGHT—Dr, Nirmal Fredrick
5. PHARMACO ECONOMICS- what companies don’t tell you- Dr. Krishnaprasad.R
6. SURGICAL INTERVENTION..WHEN AND WHAT?—Dr. Sujata—
7. KEYNOTE ADDRESS- Role of combined phacoemulsification and external diode laser in managing patients with end stage glaucoma- Dr. Sudipto Bhatta
8. Quiz

11.30 AM TO 12.00 PM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
TRABECULECTOMY- Dr. Sathyan.P
Moderator Dr. Ramakrishnan.R

12.00 PM TO 1.00 PM
IC 30
Practical pearls in managing postoperative complications of Glaucoma Surgery
Chief Instructor- Dr. K. Subashini
Topics – 10 min each
1. Early trabeculectomy failure: turning the tide to success- Dr. S. Kavitha
2. Special problems with spacing devices- Dr. Sathian N
3. Managing early and late post-operative problems with Glaucoma Drainage Devices- Dr. R. Sharmila
4. Managing hypotony and its sequelae in Trabeculectomy- Dr. K. Subashini
5. Infections/Inflammations: Managing it early to avoid devastating effects- Dr. Geeta B

1.00 PM TO 1.30 PM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
DSEK- Dr Manoranjan Das
Moderator- Dr. Siddharthan.K.S.

1.30 PM TO 2.00 PM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
SICS for 1st year RESIDENTS- Dr. Pradip Mohanta
Moderator- Dr. Gnanaselvam, Dr. Boopesh

2.00 PM TO 3.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM - GLAUCOMA II
Chair: Dr. R. Ramakrishnan
Co-Chair: Dr. Arup Chakrabarti  
Moderator: Dr. Sudipto Bhatta  

Topics – 10 min each  
1. Pediatric Glaucoma — Dr. R. Ramakrishnan  
2. Pseudoexfoliation Glaucoma— Dr. Krishna Das  
3. Neovascular Glaucoma — Dr. Arup Chakrabarti  
4. Iatrogenic Glaucoma — Dr. Ganesh V Raman  
5. Tubes & Shunts - Dr. Parivadhini A  

3.00 PM TO 3.30 PM  
THE BODHI TREE SESSION  
VITRECTOMY  
Dr. Naresh Babu  
Moderator Dr. Mahesh Shanmugam  

3.30 PM TO 4.00 PM  
THE BODHI TREE SESSION  
Posterior Capsular Rent  
Dr. Arup Chakrabarti  
Moderator - Dr. R Praveen Krishna  

4.00 PM TO 5.00 PM  
INNOVATORS SESSION  
Judges  
1. Dr. Venkatesh R  
2. Dr. Prabu Baskaran  
3. Dr. Madanagopal  

IS2  
CM "T" FLEX IOL - AN NEW OPTION FOR APHAKIA  
Chief Author : N1042 - Dr. M. Nivean  

IS3  
DIRECT IMAGING OF GONIO-MIRROR BY SMARTPHONE (DIGS): A NOVEL SCREENING AND EDUCATION TOOL  
Chief Author : NN2783 - Dr. Nilesh Kumar  

IS5  
CREATING AND INCORPORATING GLAUCOMA ANIMATIONS AS A TOOL FOR ACADEMIC TRAINING AND PATIENT PRACTICE  
Chief Author : P2191 - Dr. Prasanna Venkatesh R  

IS7  
KING’S CRUX - OPHTHALMOLOGY PEARLS  
Chief Author : P2378 - Dr. Pranesh B  

IS8  
PLACENTA DERIVED MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS REDUCE FIBROTIC CORNEAL SCARRING - PROOF OF PRINCIPLE STUDY  
Chief Author : J2432 - Dr. Jeyanth Rose  

IS9  
3D PRINTING IN OPHTHALMOLOGY ‘THE DRY LAB’  
Chief Author : R2634 - Dr. Rajesh Vedachalam V V  

HALL E  

9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM  
FREE PAPER SESSION - Neuro Ophthalmology- Dr. Selvasundary Best paper in Neuro Ophthalmology
Judges
1. Dr. D. Chandrasekar
2. Dr. Mohan Rajan
3. Dr. Radhakrishnan

[FP89] : BILATERAL VISUAL LOSS - IS MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS A MISNOMER
Presenting & Chief Author : V1650 - Dr. Vijaya Bharathi K. R ; Co-Author : P581 - Dr. Parthiban Purushothaman

[FP133] : ENDOCOSCOPIC OPTIC NERVE DECOMPRESSION - A BOON FOR TRAUMATIC OPTIC NEUROPATHY.
Presenting & Chief Author : T2556 - Dr. Tinu Stefi R ; Co-Author : R1384 - Dr. Rita Heps Rani M

[FP254] : NEUROMYELITIS OPTICA SPECTRUM DISORDERS- A CASE SERIES
Presenting Author : Dr. Lavanya G S ; Chief Author : P2635 - Dr. Priya S ; Co-Author :

[FP264] : A RARE CASE OF HYPOPHYSITIS IN A PITUITARY ADENOMA PRESENTING CLINICALLY AS PITUITARY APOPLEXY
Presenting & Chief Author : S2428 - Dr. Sivagami N ; Co-Author : K975 - Dr. Kowsalya A

[FP280] : AN OBSERVATIONAL STUDY TO EVALUATE THE ROLE OF VEP IN INDIRECT TRAUMATIC OPTIC NERVE INJURIES
Presenting Author ; J2838 Dr. Jayadurga Devi; Chief Author: S903-Dr. N. Sharmila; Co-Authors: S2321-Dr. Saravana Sankar; P52242-Dr. Sangeetha D

[FP347] : POST-PARTUM OPTIC NEUROPATHIES- PITFALLS, RED FLAGS AND DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS.
Presenting & Chief Author : P2635 - Dr. Priya S ; Co-Author : V2116 - Dr. Vanishree Karunakaran

[FP465] : PREVALENCE OF PAPILLEDEMA IN A PAEDIATRIC POPULATION.
Presenting & Chief Author : M2808 - Dr. Maheswaran M ; Co-Author : K975 - Dr. Kowsalya A

[FP487] : LOST AND FOUND – 3,4,5,6 NERVE PALSY DUE TO NON HODGKIN LYMPHOMA
Presenting & Chief Author: I2719 - Dr. Ivarya Srii k ; Co-Authors : N109 - Dr. Nallamuthu P, R 2582 - Dr. Renuga Devi

10.00 AM TO 11.00 AM
FREE PAPER SESSION - Paediatric Ophthalmology
Judges
1. Dr. Sasikanth Shetty
2. Dr. Veena
3. Dr. Vaishnavi M

1. [FP43] : OUTCOMES OF SCLERAL FIXATED INTRAOCULAR LENS IN PAEDIATRIC AGE GROUP
Presenting & Chief Author : N2793 - Dr. Navasathy .T ; Co-Author : Dr. Amjad Salman

2. [FP49] : AGREEMENT BETWEEN SYNOPTOPHORE AND PRISM BAR HORIZONTAL FUSION AMPLITUDES
Presenting & Chief Author : R2792 - Dr. Renuga .A ; Co-Authors : A1317 - Dr. Antony Arokiadass B, T1763 - Dr. Tanuja Britto

1. [FP90] : 3 YEAR FOLLOW UP ON HIGH RISK PREMATURE INFANTS DEVELOPING ROP AT NICU IN OUR INSTITUTE.
Presenting & Chief Author : V1650 - Dr. Vijaya Bharathi K. R ; Co-Author : P581 - Dr. Parthiban Purushothaman

2. [FP118] : EMPOWERING RESIDUAL FUNCTIONAL VISION AMONG STUDENTS WITH VISUAL IMPAIRMENT.
3. [FP267] : 0.01% ATROPINE TO CONTROL MYOPIC PROGRESSION -Efficacy and Safety by OCTA and ONH Analysis.
Presenting & Chief Author: VN2417-Dr.Venkataprabhakar Guduru G; Co-Authors: J458-Dr.Jagadesh Kumar Reddy K, S877-Dr.K.S. Siddharthan

Presenting & Chief Author: PN2187- Dr.Patil Parth Amardeep; Co-Authors: S842-Dr.C.Sandra, K416-Dr.Kalpana Narendran

5. [FP359] : Indications and Outcome of ROP Screening in Outlier Infants – A Single Center Experience
Presenting Author: S2654 Dr.Sathiya K; Chief Author: L2177-Dr.Lekha T; Co-Author:

6. [FP429] : Comparison of Dichoptic Therapy Versus Monocular Therapy in Anisometropic Amblyopia
Presenting & Chief Author: S1548- Dr.Shruti Nishanth; Co-Authors: Dr.VIDHYA LAKSHMI S, R2921-Miss.Rithika Raajasri AP

11.00 AM TO 12.00 PM
FREE PAPER SESSION- Uvea
1. Dr.Jothirmay Biswas
2. Dr.Rajakumari
3. Dr.Balamurugan

Presenting & Chief Author: M 2545-Dr.Meera Mohanakumar; Co-Authors: R696-Dr.Radha Annamalai, M318-Dr.M.Muthiah

2. [FP290] : Assessment of Treatment Response of Immunosuppressives in Auto-Immune Uveitis: A Prospective Study
Presenting & Chief Author: P2378-Dr.Pranesh B; Co-Author: R364-Dr.Rathinam Sivakumar R

3. [FP306] : Recommendation of Biologic Agents in Chronic Non Infectious Childhood Uveitis
Presenting & Chief Author: S2803-Dr.Sivaranganji C; Co-Author: R364-Dr.Rathinam Sivakumar R

4. [FP444] : Assessment of Microvascular Changes in Retinitis Post Rickettsial Fever Using OCTA
Presenting & Chief Author: -Dr.Vandana Pradeep; Co-Author: A1946-Dr.Anuradha V.k

Presenting & Chief Author: -Dr.chhabi kedia; Co-Author: M1327-Dr.Manohar Babu B B

6. [FP478] : Role of Newer Biological in the Management of Recalcitrant Non-Infectious Uveitis - A Case Series
Presenting & Chief Author: V2018-Dr.Vedhanayaki Rajesh; Co-Authors: R364-Dr.Rathinam Sivakumar R, R2011-Dr.Radhika T

7. [FP514] : Clinical Profile of Behçet’s Disease in India
Presenting & Chief Author: -Dr.Ramya G; Co-Author: J325-Dr.Jyotirmay Biswas
8.[FP554] : WHAT HAS CHANGED IN THE CLINICAL PROFILE AND TREATMENT MODALITIES OF SYMPATHETIC OPHTHALMITIS?
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Adit Agarwal ; Co-Authors : B2046 - Dr.BALAMURUGAN SIVARAMAN SIVA, Kosha

12.00 PM TO 1.30 PM
ONE CASE ONE PEARL
Judges
1. Dr.Padmanaban
2. Dr.Manohar Babu
3. Dr.C.Senthil Nathan
OCOP6
WATCH OUT FOR ACCOMODATION, WHEN THERE IS NO FOCUS IN CHILDREN!
Chief Author : S1733 - Dr.Sahithya B
OCOP8
GONIOSCOPRY - STILL A SILENT GUARDIAN, A WATCHFUL PROTECTOR AND A DARK KNIGHT IN MODERN DAY PRACTICE
Chief Author : P2191 - Dr.Prasanna Venkatesh R
OCOP9
ZOLEDRONATE INDUCED POSTERIOR SCLERITIS - A RARE ASSOCIATION.
Chief Author : A2192 - Dr.Anugraha Balamurugan
OCOP19
ATYPICAL PROLIFERATIVE RETINOPATHY IN A DIABETIC PATIENT
Chief Author : RN1942 - Dr.Renu Puthenvilayil Rajan
OCOP23
ATYPICAL PRESENTATION OF POSTERIOR SCLERITIS
Chief Author : R2232 - Dr.Ritesh Chainani C
OCOP24
PREESERVE THE PALISADES!
Chief Author : K477 - Dr.Kalpana Suresh
OCOP28
THE OCULAR AFTERMATH OF TOPIRAMATE
Chief Author : R2695 - Dr.Revathy A
OCOP30
INTRAOCULAR MALIGNANCY MASQUERADING AS INNOCUOUS INTERMEDIATE UVEITIS
Chief Author : P2378 - Dr.Pranesh B

1.30 PM TO 3.00 PM
FREE PAPER SESSION-Cataract- M.N Best Paper in Cataract
Judges
1. Dr.JK Reddy
2. Dr.Mohan Rajan
3. Dr.Kalpana Suresh

[FP1] : CANVAC CCC-CANULA VACUUM CCC-A NOVEL RHEXISTECHNIQUE FOR INTUMESCENT TOTAL CATARACT-OUR EXPERIENCE
Presenting & Chief Author : S733 - Dr.K.Shreesha Kumar ; Co-Authors : BN2255 - Dr.Bijita Deb , R153 - Dr.Ramamurthy D

[FP36] : OUTCOME OF MANUAL SMALL INCISION CATARACT SURGERY IN POSTERIOR POLAR CATARACT
Presenting & Chief Author : V 2577 - Dr.Vishali ; Co-Author : L1010 - Prof.LOGANATHAN M

[FP38] : A PROSPECTIVE STUDY TO COMPARE CAPSULORHEXIS DIMENSIONS BETWEEN CCC AND ZEPTO ASSISTED CAPSULOTOMY.
Presenting & Chief Author : N2436 - Dr.Naveena ; Co-Authors : N1042 - Dr.M.Nivean , N1287 - Dr.Nishanth M

[FP131] : EFFICACY OF FEMTO LASER CORNEAL ARCUATES IN ASTIGMATISM CORRECTION ALONG WITH CATARACT SURGERY
Presenting & Chief Author : JN2404 - Dr.Jibi Suresh ; Co-Author :

[FP137] : EFFICACY ANALYSIS OF ONLINE ACRYSOF AND BARRETT TORIC CALCULATORS IN TORIC IOL IMPLANTATIONS
Presenting Author : S2431 Dr.Shruthy Vaishali R ; Chief Author: M870 - Dr.Meena Kumari R ; Co-Authors : R414 - Dr.Ramesh R, M870 - Dr.Meena Kumari R

[FP252] : CATARACT-THE FINAL DIAGNOSIS-ARE WE ALWAYS RIGHT?
Presenting & Chief Author : J2752 - Dr.JAYA PRABHA B ; Co-Author : V956 - Dr.P.Venkatesh

[FP284] : FISH TAIL CTR INSERTION TECHNIQUE
Presenting & Chief Author : V544 - Prof.Venkatesh S ; Co-Author : V544 - Prof.Venkatesh S

[FP307] : POST TRAUMATIC IRIS CYST - INTRAOPERATIVE SURPRISE
Presenting & Chief Author : S2509 - Dr.Saranya ; Co-Authors : G2038 - Dr.Gomathi @ Ramya M , M2510 - Dr.Shekar Madhu

[FP397] : VISUAL OUTCOME AFTER IMPLANTATION OF TORIC IOL IN PATIENTS WITH CATARACT ASSOCIATED WITH ASTIGMATISM
Presenting & Chief Author : R2668 - Dr.Rajesh M ; Co-Authors : A679 - Dr.Ananda Babu M, S1185 - Dr.Sharmiladevi V

[FP452] : VISION CENTRE: A BOON TO THE UNREACHED TO ELIMINATE NEEDLESS BLINDNESS - A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
Presenting & Chief Author : L1909 - Dr.Leenu Jeris W ; Co-Author :

Judges
1. Dr.Ravishankar
2. Dr.Nivean,
3. Dr.S.G.Priya

3.00 PM TO 4.00 PM
FREE PAPER SESSION- Comprehensive Ophthalmology 1

[FP6] : VISION CENTRE: A BOON TO THE UNREACHED TO ELIMINATE NEEDLESS BLINDNESS - A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
Presenting & Chief Author : L1909 - Dr.Leenu Jeris W ; Co-Author :

[FP251] : SMART WAY TO ASSESS MEIBOMIAN GLANDS USING AUTOREFRACTOMETER!
Presenting & Chief Author : K477 - Dr.Kalpana Suresh ; Co-Author :

[FP325] : VISUAL OUTCOMES,ABERRATIONS FOLLOWING IMPLANTATION OF TRIFOCAL AND EXTENDED DEPTH OF FOCUS IOL
Presenting & Chief Author : R2517 - Dr.Raline Solomon Amalakaran ; Co-Authors : T1257 - Dr.Tamilarasi S, R153 - Dr.Ramamurthy D, Dr.Arya Krishnan

[FP468] : VISUAL OUTCOME OF TORIC IOL IMPLANTATION AFTER PHACOEMULSIFICATION WITH DIGITAL IMAGE GUIDED SYSTEM
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Divya J ; Co-Authors : S733 - Dr.K.Shreesha Kumar , Dr.Gitansha Sachdev
Presenting & Chief Author : MN2054 - Dr.Manavi D. Sindal ; Co-Authors : V776 - Dr.Rengaraj Venkatesh , Dr.Harshal Gondhale

[FP432] : COMPARISON OF MANUAL VERSUS SOFTWARE BASED EVALUATION OF BINOCULAR VISION PARAMETERS
Presenting & Chief Author : S1548 - Dr.Shruti Nishanth ; Co-Authors : Dr. VIDHYA LAKSHMI S, TN2107 - Dr.Tejaswi Prasad P V

[FP486] : PROFILE OF PATIENTS REFERRED FOR GLAUCOMA WORKUP FROM COMMUNITY CLINICS TO TERTIARY CARE FACILITY
Presenting & Chief Author : S 2598 - Dr.Sonika Porwal ; Co-Author : A2327 - Dr.Anika Amritanand Amritanand, P2326 - Dr.Padma Paul

[FP516] : IS ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD SYSTEM –A BOON OR BANE IN A TERTIARY EYE CARE CENTRE?
Presenting & Chief Author : S2491 - Dr.Subashini S ; Co-Authors : B2046 - Dr.BALAMURUGAN SIVARAMAN SIVA, Dr.Bindiya C

[FP528] : A SELF-SUFFICIENT MOBILE EYE CLINIC MODEL FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Presenting Author : J2346 Dr.Janani M ; Chief Author : PN2370 - Dr.Pavan Kumar MG ; Co-Author : J2346 - Dr.Janani M

[FP547] : COMPARISON OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY FUNDUSGRADING BY OPHTHALMOLOGIST AND A DEEP LEARNING ALGORITHM
Presenting & Chief Author : JN2338 - Dr.John Davis Akkara ; Co-Author : Dr.Thomas Cherian , Dr.Hariprasad Jayaraj

4.00 PM TO 5.00 PM
FREE PAPER SESSION- Comprehensive Ophthalmology II
Judges
1. Dr. V John Benno
2. Dr.Meenakumari,
3. Dr.Manoj Vasudevan

[FP2] : CONJUNCTIVAL TISSUE GRAFT FROM THE PTERYGIUM ITSELF: A NEW TECHNIQUE OF CONJUNCTIVAL AUTOGRAFFTING
Presenting & Chief Author : S733 - Dr.K.Shreesha Kumar ; Co-Author : R153 - Dr.Ramamurthy D

[FP44] : CORNEAL CHANGES AFTER PHACOEMULSIFICATION IN PATIENTS WITH AND WITHOUT DIABETES MELLITUS
Presenting Author : M2786 Dr.Meera Nasrin ; Chief Author : T1440 - Dr.Thendral Ponnudurai ; Co-Author : P911 - Dr.Pragya Parmar

[FP80] : DIABETIC RETINOPATHY AND DIABETIC FOOT ULCER - TWINNING COMBO!!
Presenting Author : A2535 Dr.Ansu Ann John ; Chief Author : V1756 - Dr.Vaishnavi R ; Co-Authors : M 2541 - Dr.Mary Thomas , A1753 - Dr.Anandhalakshmi S

[FP297] : RISK FACTORS FOR ECTASIA POST KERATOREFRATIVE PROCEDURES AND VISUAL OUTCOMES FOLLOWING TREATMENT
Presenting & Chief Author : S2348 - Dr.Soundarya B ; Co-Author : Dr.Gitansha Sachdev

[FP376] : A STUDY OF OCULAR MANIFESTATIONS IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
Presenting & Chief Author : P2726 - Dr.Panimalar R ; Co-Authors : H1560 - Dr.S.Hema Priya , T1691 - Dr.Thangerani Raajaseharan

[FP408] : A CLINICAL STUDY OF OCULAR MANIFESTATIONS IN HEAD INJURY PATIENTS
Presenting & Chief Author : S2604 - Dr.Aruna G ; Co-Author : A1342 - Dr.Amudha Vadivu S
[FP477] : HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE (HCQ) - A BLESSING OR CURSE IN DISGUISE !!
Presenting & Chief Author : V2018 - Dr.Vedhanayaki Rajesh ; Co-Authors : R364 - Dr.Rathinam Sivakumar R, R2011 - Dr.Radhika T

[FP489] : NONTUBERCULOUS MYCOBACTERIA: THE RARE MICROBIOLOGICAL REBEL IN THE EYE
Presenting & Chief Author : Dr.neha pathak ; Co-Authors : L1041 - Dr.Lalitha Prajna , P377 - Dr.N.V.Prajana

**DAY 2**

**HALL A**

8.00 AM TO 9.00 AM
IC 4
ROCK HARD CATARACTS THE EASY WAY -
Chief Instructor- Dr.Sujatha Mohan
Topics- 10 min each
1.SMALL PUPIL IN HARD CATARACTS- Dr.Sujatha Mohan
2.Cutting the Black Diamond using Femto- Dr.Mohan Rajan
3.Zonular Dialysis Management in Hard Cataracts- Dr.Haripriya Aravind
4.Management of Mature Hard Cataracts Dr.Sooasan Jacob
5.Small and Hard Dr.M.Nivean

9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM- ORATION
TNOA Dr Joseph Gnanadickam Gold Medal Oration
TNOA Dr G. Venkataswamy Community Ophthalmology Oration
10.00 AM TO 12.00 NOON – GENERAL BODY MEETING

12.00 PM TO 1.00 PM
It’s not the End of All- Panel discussion on Endophthalmitis
Moderator- Dr.Panneerselvam
The panelists:
Dr R D Ravindran
Dr Chandrakumar
Dr Nirmal Fredrick
Dr Naresh Babu
Dr S Srinivasan

1.00 PM TO 2.00 PM
ALCON SPONSORED SESSION
Moderators: Dr. C. Balasubramaniam & Dr. Thangavelu
1. GPS for modern cataract surgery - customize, control and confidence- Dr. Haripriya Aravind
2. New Era In Visualization - Digitally Assisted Surgery- Dr Naresh Babu
3. Bridging the communication gap and aiding the decision making process- Mr Shourav Das
4. Managing hard grade cataract with balanced tip- Dr Haripriya Aravind
5. Making phaco surgeries even safer with advanced iol delivery system- Dr Ramesh
6. Enhancing patient lifestyle through revolutionary trifocal technology- Dr Lalit Kumar

2.00 PM TO 2.30 PM
AUROLAB SPONSORED SESSION
Moderators: Dr. Arul Mozhi Varman & Dr. Sivakumar
1.Clinical and visual outcome of Aurovue Dfine diffractive multifocal preloaded IOL- Dr.Panneerselvam,
2. Low energy efficient MICS on HummingBird - Dr. Ganapathy Rajesh
2.30 PM TO 3.30 PM
SYMPOSIUM
SMALL IS MIGHTY- MSICS

Chair Person: Dr. R.D.Ravindran,
Co-Chair Person: Dr.Kumaraswamy,
Moderator: Dr.Pratyush Ranjan,
Topics- 10 min each
1. Astigmatism free incisions for perfect vision- Dr.Divya M
2. CCC 2020- Dr.B. Saravana Bhava
3. Nucleus Management- Dr.Haripriya Aravind
4. Multifocality and Toric correction with SICS - Dr. Pratyush Ranjan
5. Coverting to SICS in Phaco crisis- Dr.Arunapai

3.30 PM TO 5.00 PM
TNOPL
CHAIRMAN-TNOPL- Dr.Mohan Rajan
1. Team Chennai Senior
   1. Dr.Sujatha Mohan
   2. Dr.Nishanth
   3. Dr.Srinivasa Rao .G
   4. Dr.Ramesh

2. Team Chennai Junior
   1. Dr Atheek Sheik
   2. Dr Sheryas Ramamorty
   3. Dr Karpagam
   4. Dr. Karthik Srinivasan

3. Salem team
   1. Dr Ezhil Vendhan
   2. Dr Seethapathy
   3. Dr Madana Gopal
   4. Dr Jeyaprakash

4. Coimbatore Team –
   1. Dr Saravanan
   2. Dr Vidya
   3. Dr Vivekanand ,
   4. Dr Gitansha

HALL B

8.00 AM TO 9.00 AM
IC 20
Thyroid eye disease -what's new ORBIT
Chief Instructor- Dr.Pratheeba Devi Nivean
Topics – 10 min each
1. Future of Thyroid eye disease.(Genetic, biochemical and biomarkers perspective)-
   Dr.Pratheeba Devi Nivean
2. Medical management: when, what and how? - Dr.Vidhya N
3. Decompression in Thyroid eye disease- Dr.Priti Udhay
4. Radiation in Thyroid eye disease- Dr.Sonam Nisar
5. Managing lid retraction- Dr.Aravind P. Murugesan
9.00 AM TO 12 NOON
FIRST TIME IN TNOA!
AN UNIQUE SESSION FOR SPOUSES!
“EXTRA OPHTHALMOLOGY”
CO ORDINATOR: Mrs. LAKSHMI SIDDHARTHAN

12.00 PM TO 1.00 PM
IC 1
Infectious posterior uveitis- a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge
Chief Instructor- Dr. Jyotirmay Biswas
Topics – 8 min each
1. Tubercular posterior uveitis- Dr. Jyotirmay Biswas
2. Interactive quiz- Dr. Jyotirmay Biswas
3. Toxoplasmic Retinochoroiditis- Dr. Manohar Babu B B
4. Viral posterior uveitis- Dr. Sudha Ganesh
5. Post fever retinitis- Dr. Suchitr Pradeep
6. Syphilitic posterior uveitis- Dr. Sudharshan S

1.00 PM TO 2.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM:
Orbital Inflammatory diseases
Chairperson - Prof. M. Radhakrishnan.
Co chair - Dr. Malarvizi
Moderator - Dr. Fairooz P.M.
Topics- 10 min each
1. IOID-Current classification and relevant terminology - Dr. Fairooz P.M.
2. Refining one's Clinical approach to Orbital Inflammatory diseases- Dr. Lakshmi Mahesh
3. Orbital cellulitis - Dr. Yogeshwari.
4. Invasive Fungal Infections - Dr. Devjyoti Tripathy
5. Recent Advances in the management of Orbital Inflammatory Diseases - Keynote - Dr. Usha Kim

2.00 PM TO 3.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
CORNEAL TRANSPLANT – LAYER BY LAYER
Chairperson: Dr. Venkatesh Prajna
Co-chairperson: Dr. Lional Raj
Moderator: Dr. Ananda Babu
Topics – 10 min each
1. Go full- my experience with PO- Dr. Ananda Babu
2. Dig deep but leave me alone- DALK- Dr. Aravind Venkataraman
3. Choose between us- DMEK vs DSeK- Dr. K S Siddharthan
4. I have more and behave better- PDEK- Dr. Sumathi
5. I am not always bad - TPK- Dr. Venkatesh Prajna

3.00 PM TO 4.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
Keratoconus
Chairperson: Dr. Chalini Madhivanan
Co-chairperson: Dr. Soosan Jacob
Moderator: Dr. Karpagavalli
Topics- 10 min each
1. Keratoconus evaluation – Dr. Nishanth M
2. Keratoconus management – in all stages- Dr. Shreesh Kumar
3. Intacs with C3R – Indications and outcome–Dr Lional Raj
4. Newer management in Keratoconus -Dr Soosan Jacob
5. Post C3R management – Dr. Raghu Nagaraju

4.00 PM TO 5.00 PM
"Small Practice Management: So many Hats to wear!"
Chairperson- Dr. Panneerselvam
Moderator- Dr. Senthil Kumar. T
Topics- 12 mins each
1) How to be a more effective Clinician while also managing the practice? - Dr. Panneer Selvam
2) How to Market effectively to get more patients? - Dr. Senthil Kumar. T
3) Volume or Value? - Dr. Lalith Kumar
4) Staffing- How to train and Retain? - Dr DP Prakash

5.00 PM TO 6.00 PM
10 Secrets of Happy Living- Dr. Ramesh

HALL C

8.00 AM TO 9.00 AM
IC 14
Paralytic strabismus made easy – A case based Neuro-ophthalmic approach
Chief Instructor- Dr. Durga Priyadarshini S
Topics- 10 mins each
1. Cranial Neuropathy – Pick those dangerous ones! - Dr. Durga Priyadarshini S
2. Cranial mononeuropathy – They are benign! - Dr. Padmalakshmi K
3. Let's get the basics right! - Dr. Smita Praveen
4. Neuro rehabilitation of paralytic strabismus- Dr. Shruti Dheep
5. Cranial Neuropathy which needs extensive evaluation- Dr. Vijay Ananth J

9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM- PLEASE ATTEND IN HALL A
ORATION
TNOA Dr Joseph Gnanadickam Gold Medal Oration
TNOA Dr G. Venkataswamy Community Ophthalmology Oration
10.00 AM TO 12.00 NOON – GENERAL BODY MEETING

12.00 PM TO 1.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
SYSTEMIC DISORDERS AND NEURO OPHTHALMOLOGY
CHAIRMAN : Dr. Badri Narayanan,
CO-CHAIRMAN : Dr. K. Ezhil Vendhan,
MODERATOR : Dr. Kiruba Paul,
Topics- 10 mins each
1) Infections and Neuro-Ophthalmology - Dr. K. Ezhil Vendhan
2) Inflammations and Neuro-Ophthalmology- Dr. Vijay Anand
3) Vascular Disorder with Neuro-Ophthalmology Manifestations - Dr. Padmavathy
4) Malignant disorders & Neuro-Ophthalmology- Dr. Kowsalya
5) Neuro Imaging- Recent Advances in Neuro-Ophthalmology- Dr. Navin Jayakumar
1.00 PM TO 2.00 PM
IC 73
**VR Age related macular degeneration - from basics to future**
Chief Instructor- Dr.Bharathi Bavaharan
1. Introduction, basics and classification of AMD- Dr.Bharathi Bavaharan - 8 min
2. Recent advances in AMD: Role of AI- Dr.Ramesh Venkatesh – 8 min
3. Imaging in AMD- Dr.Naresh Kumar Y- 12 min
4. Management of AMD: from trials to clinics- Dr.Brahadeesh Subramanian- 12 min
5. Knowing the unknown in the pathogenesis of AMD- Dr.Santosh Gopi Krishna G- 10 min

2.00 PM TO 3.00 PM
**SYMPOSIUM**
**NEURO OPHTHALMOLOGY CONCLAVE- “Meet Mr.P” A SIGN BASED APPROACH**
CHAIRMAN : Dr.R. Ramakrishnan
CO-CHAIRMAN : Dr.Vijayaragavan V R
MODERATOR : Dr.Mahesh Kumar
Topics- 10 mins each
1) **Ptosis** -The Plethora of causes behind -Dr.Mahesh Kumar
2) **Proptosis** -What makes it pop -Dr.K.EzhilVendhan
3) **Palsy-6** -Paranoid Eyes -Dr.Kiruba E Paul
4) **Pupil** -Pin hole to Panorama -Dr.Vijayaragavan.V R
5) **Papilledema** -Peep into the safe Valt -Dr.Smita Praveen

3.00 PM TO 4.00 PM
**SYMPOSIUM**
**ROP – Protecting twinkling little eyes**
Chairperson : Dr Narendran
Co-chairperson : Dr Vasumathy Vedantham
Moderator : Dr Padmapriya
Topics- 10 min each
1. ROP basics – incidence, risk factors, stage and zone -Dr J Saravanan
2. Indian Screening Guidelines and TeleROP -Dr Narendran V
3. Laser and antiVEGF therapy in ROP – when and why -Dr Vasumathy Vedantham
4. Surgery for ROP -Dr Parag Shah
5. Update on clinical trials in ROP -Dr Suganeswari

4.00 PM TO 5.00 PM
IC 27
**Approach to a patient with unexplained visual loss**
Chief Instructor- Dr.K.Srikanth
Introduction to the topic and current approaches- Dr.K.Srikanth- 10 min
Anterior segment clues in visual loss- Dr.V.R.Vijayaragavan- 15 min
1. Posterior segment in decoding visual loss- Dr.K.Srikanth- 15 min
2. Is it malingering- Dr.Parthiban- 15 min

**HALL D**

8.00 AM TO 9.00 AM
IC 47-YOGA
Chief Instructor- Prof.LOGANATHAN M
1. Practical Yoga for ophthalmologists- Dr Ananda Balayogi Bhavanani

9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM- ORATION- PLEASE ATTEND IN HALL A.
TNOA Dr Joseph Gnanadickam Gold Medal Oration
TNOA Dr G. Venkataswamy Community Ophthalmology Oration
10.00 AM TO 12.00 NOON – GENERAL BODY MEETING

12.00 PM TO 1.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
GLAUCOMA-LOOKING INTO THE ADVANCES

Chair: Dr. P. Sathyan
Co-Chair: Dr. Sudipto Bhatta
Moderator: Dr. Andrew Braganza
Topics-10 min each
1. Glaucoma: objective diagnosis—Dr. P. Sathyan
2. The new drugs & drug delivery system –Dr. Andrew Braganza
3. Current trends in trabeculoplasty –Dr Chockalingam M
4. MIGS –Dr Venkatesh
5. Artificial intelligence in glaucoma --Dr Kavitha

1.00 PM TO 1.30 PM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
BIOMETRY-Dr. Arul Mozhi Varman
Moderator Dr. Ramesh Dorairajan

1.30 PM TO 2.00 PM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
SFIOL/IRIS CLAW
Dr. Manjunath, Dr. Pradip Mohanta

2.00 PM TO 3.00 PM
KANNIYAL

3.00 PM TO 3.30 PM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
Penetrating Keratoplasty- Dr. J K Reddy
Moderator Dr. Radhika

3.30 PM TO 5.00 PM
PROF. DR ET SELVAM QUIZ FOR POST GRADUATES
Quiz Master
1. Dr. Jayasri.K
2. Dr. R. Thenmozhi

HALL E
8.00 AM TO 9.00 AM
FREE PAPER SESSION- Orb& & Oculoplasty
Judges
1. Dr.C.Senthil Nathan
2. Dr.Ashok Kumar
3. Dr. Kavitha Ramakrishnan

[FP34] : OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY GUIDED EXCISION OF OCULAR SURFACE SQUAMOUS NEOPLASIA - OPTICAL BIOPSY
Presenting & Chief Author : D2280 - Dr.Dhivya A ; Co-Author :

[FP158] : CASE REPORT- UNVEILING A PROPTOSIS IN DISGUISE
Presenting & Chief Author : A2659 - Dr.Anandhi R ; Co-Author : V2243 - Dr.Vimala T

[FP195] : CAROTID-CAVERNOUS FISTULA – A MISLEADING RED EYE
Presenting & Chief Author : A2756 - Dr.Arun Balaji S ; Co-Author : U1351 - Dr.Uma Maheswari S

[FP243] : ORBIT IS A " PANDORAS BOX"
Presenting & Chief Author : S2757 - Dr.Sasikala S ; Co-Authors : S1056 - Prof.A.Samarapuri , Y1070 - Dr.A.Yogeswari

[FP268] : POST-OPERATIVE OUTCOME OF SOCKET RECONSTRUCTION USING FULL-THICKNESS ORAL MUCOUS MEMBRANE GRAFT.
Presenting & Chief Author : V478 - Dr.Viji Rangarajan ; Co-Author :

[FP295] : ADENOID CYSTIC CARCINOMA SIMULATING A DERMOID CYST IN A CHILD
Presenting & Chief Author : A2857 - Dr.ATCHAYA R ; Co-Author : U417 - Dr.Usha Kim

[FP317] : A RARE CASE OF OCULAR MYASTHENIA GRAVIS IN CHILD
Presenting & Chief Author : V2832 - Dr.Vijayashrei .V ; Co-Authors : S1415 - Dr.Sujatha , P352 - Dr.M.V.S.Prakash

[FP418] : A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF OCULAR MANIFESTATIONS IN ORBITAL WALL FRACTURES
Presenting & Chief Author : D2882 - Dr.Dhyan S ; Co-Author : S1433 - Dr.Sudhamathy A

9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM - ORATION- PLEASE ATTEND IN HALL A.
TNOA Dr Joseph Gnanadickam Gold Medal Oration
TNOA Dr G. Venkataswamy Community Ophthalmology Oration
10.00 AM TO 12.00 NOON – GENERAL BODY MEETING

12.00 PM TO 1.30 PM
FREE PAPER SESSION- CP Gupta Award session
Judges
1. Dr.Namitha
2. Dr.V.Siddarthan
3. Dr.Ananda Babu

FP25
COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN DORZOLAMIDE VERSUS TIMOLOL ON OCULAR BLOOD FLOW IN NORMAL TENSION GLAUCOMA
Presenting & Chief Author : P1286 - Dr.Pratheeba Devi Nivean ; Co-Authors : M599 - Dr.Murali Ariga , N1042 - Dr.M.Nivean

FP52
REFRACTIVE OUTCOMES OF COLLAGEN CROSS-LINKING FOR POST-REFRACTIVE SURGERY ECTASIA
Presenting Author : NN2783 Dr.Nilesh Kumar ; Chief Author : A1361 - Dr.D.Ananth D ; Co-Author : S354 - Dr.S.K.Sundaramoorthy

FP56
A STUDY ON CHANGES IN IOP, IRIDOCORNEAL ANGLE AND TM PIGMENTATION FOLLOWING ICL IMPLANTATION
Presenting & Chief Author : R2777 - Dr.Rahini R R ; Co-Authors : A1361 - Dr.D.Ananth D, S354 - Dr.S.K.Sundaramoorthy

FP60
ASSESSMENT OF GLAUCOMA REFERRAL LETTER FOR QUALITY AND ACCURACY AT A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE
Presenting & Chief Author : P1375 - Dr.Premenand Chandran ; Co-Authors : P2045 - Dr.Prasanna V, G1129 - Dr.Ganesh.V.Raman

FP134
RANIBIZUMAB FOR TREATMENT OF RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY - A SINGLE SURGEON PERSPECTIVE
Presenting & Chief Author : N1179 - Dr.Naveen Narendranath ; Co-Author : A1317 - Dr.Antony Arokiadass B

FP269
PCO RING - A NOVEL DEVICE TO PREVENT POSTERIOR CAPSULE OPACIFICATION AND ENHANCE TORIC IOL STABILITY
Presenting & Chief Author : VN2417-Dr.Venkataprabhakar Guduru G ; Co-Authors : J458-Dr.Jagadesh Kumar Reddy K, S877-Dr.K.S.Siddharthan

FP436
OUR EXPERIENCE OF PYTHIUM KERATITIS – A CLINICAL DIAGNOSTIC DILEMMA AND CHALLENGES IN MANAGEMENT
Presenting & Chief Author : J2001-Dr.Josephine Christy S ; Co-Authors : P1913-Dr.Purusothama Rajkumar M, Dr.Shivananda Narayana

FP438
SCHOOL EYE CARE PROGRAMME IN TRICHY SCHOOL
Presenting & Chief Author : S2431 - Dr.Shruthy Vaishali R ; Co-Authors : R414 - Dr.Ramesh R, M870 - Dr.Meena Kumari R

FP543
HIGHER ORDER ABERRATIONS (HOA) AMONG TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS (DM) PATIENTS: A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY
Presenting & Chief Author : V2678 - Dr.VIJAIAKRISHNAN M ; Co-Author : RN2153 - Dr.Ramesh Babu K

1.30 PM TO 3.00 PM
FREE PAPER SESSION- Glaucoma- Dr.Velayutham Best Paper in Glaucoma session
Judges
1. Dr.Sathiyan N
2. Dr. Mohan Rajan
3. Dr.Nirmal Fedrick

[FP24] : SD-OCT A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL IN POAG
Presenting & Chief Author : TN2107 - Dr.Tejaswi Prasad P V ; Co-Authors : M599 - Dr.Murali Ariga, N1042 - Dr.M.Nivean

[FP27] : CENTRAL CORNEAL THICKNESS – A POSSIBLE PREDICTOR OF DISC DAMAGE IN GLAUCOMA
Presenting Author: A1700 Dr. Archana Teresa P; Chief Author: S1441 - Dr. L. Sophia; Co-Authors: Dr. S. Sujata, N384 - Dr. C. A. Nelson Jesudasan

[FP91]: CORNEAL ENDOTHELIAL CELL DENSITY CHANGES 6 MONTHS AFTER LASER PERIPHERAL IRIDOTOMY-PROSPECTIVE STUDY
Presenting & Chief Author: K1023 - Dr. Kavitha S; Co-Authors: V776 - Dr. Rengaraj Venkatesh, G1129 - Dr. Ganesh. V. Raman

[FP121]: RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW OF THE OUTCOME OF IMPLEMENTING INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE ASSESSMENT IN YOUNG ADULTS
Presenting & Chief Author: A1480 - Dr. Annamalai O; Co-Authors: V776 - Dr. Rengaraj Venkatesh, Miss. Catalina Garzon

[FP156]: SHORT TERM OUTCOME OF MICROPULSE TRANSCLERAL CYCLOPHOTOCOAGULATION IN REFRACTORY GLAUCOMA
Presenting & Chief Author: AN2731 - Dr. Ashwin Segi; Co-Authors: P1375 - Dr. Premanand Chandran, G1129 - Dr. Ganesh. V. Raman

[FP186]: SAFETY & EFFICACY OF SELECTIVE LASER TRABECULOPLASTY FOLLOWING DEEP ANTERIOR LAMELLAR KERATOPLASTY
Presenting & Chief Author: V1583 - Dr. Vinoth Arunaachalam; Co-Authors: P1375 - Dr. Premanand Chandran, G1129 - Dr. Ganesh. V. Raman

[FP187]: EVALUATION OF CENTRAL CORNEAL THICKNESS IN CHILDREN USING CONTACT AND NONCONTACT TECHNIQUES
Presenting & Chief Author: P2405 - Dr. Pavithra S; Co-Authors: K2363 - Dr. Kiruthika Devi T, V776 - Dr. Rengaraj Venkatesh

[FP239]: OCT ANGIOGRAPHY ANALYSIS OF MODERATE POAG AND ITS CORRELATION WITH RNFL-GCC AND VISUAL FIELDS.
Presenting Author: A2914 Dr. Aadithreya Varman; Chief Author: A439 - Dr. V. Arul Mozhi Varman; Co-Authors: Dr. Dinesh M.B., S1380 - Dr. Swamy Raj S V

[FP348]: ROLE OF DIABETESMELLITUS AND GLYCEMIC EXPOSURE IN PREDICTING OUTCOMES IN PRIMARY OPEN ANGLE GLAUCOMA
Presenting & Chief Author: G2605 - Dr. Gayathiri R; Co-Author: G436 - Dr. J. Gnanaselvan

[FP449]: ROLE OF ANTERIOR SEGMENT OCT IN EVALUATING FUNCTION OF TRABECULECTOMY BLEB
Presenting & Chief Author: P2693 - Dr. Padma Priya G K; Co-Authors: S604 - Dr. Sujatha Mohan, A2293 - Dr. Archana Singaram

[FP497]: COMPARISON OF VIRTUAL REALITY BASED C3 VISUAL FIELD ANALYSER WITH STANDARD HUMPHREY FIELD ANALYZER
Presenting & Chief Author: PN2370 - Dr. Pavan Kumar MG; Co-Author: V776 - Dr. Rengaraj Venkatesh

3.00 PM TO 4.00 PM
FREE PAPER SESSION - Cornea I
   1. Dr. Manoranjan Das
   2. Dr. Anitha Raghavan
   3. Dr. Lalit Kumar

[FP16]: TO STUDY THE OUTCOMES OF PRESBYOPIC CORRECTION USING BI-ASPHERIC ABLATION PROFILE IN HYPEROPIC EYES
Presenting & Chief Author: N1287 - Dr. Nishanth M; Co-Authors: AN2403 - Dr. Aysha PAP, M1219 - Dr. Malarkodi S
[FP54] : COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DSAEK SURGEON’S TRANSITION TO DMEK IN A TERTIARY EYE HOSPITAL
Presenting & Chief Author : A1819 - Dr.Abiramasundari D ; Co-Author : N1471 - Dr.Naveen R

[FP105] : THE USE OF TOPOGRAPHICAL PARAMETERS IN SELECTING TYPE OF CONTACT LENS IN KERATOCONUS PATIENTS
Presenting & Chief Author : SN2073 - Dr.Sayyad Mohammad Abdul Sar ; Co-Author : R654 - Dr.Revathi R, D1964 - Dr.Devi Roostette R

[FP150] : TORIC ICL VERSUS SMILE IN CORRECTION OF LOW TO MODERATE MYOPIC ASTIGMATISM
Presenting Author : KN2794 - Dr.Karanam Dhatri ; Chief Author : A1361 - Dr.D.Ananth D ; Co-Author : S354 - Dr.S.K.Sundaramoorthy

[FP303] : A COMPARATIVE TRIAL ON CROSSLINKED DONORS TO RESIST INFECTION AND MILTS IN TYPE 1 KERATOPROSTHESIS
Presenting & Chief Author : L1655 - Dr.Lional Raj D ; Co-Author : 

[FP332] : PREOPERATIVE & POSTOPERATIVE COMPARISON OF HIGHER ORDER ABERRATIONS IN INDIVIDUALS 1 MONTH AFTER SMILE
Presenting & Chief Author : A439 - Dr.V.Arul Mozh Varman ; Co-Author : R1811 - Dr.Ramya Muralidharan P, Dr.Dinesh M.B.

[FP343] : A PIGGYBACK SOLUTION FOR A PIGGYBACK PROBLEM!
Presenting & Chief Author : S1462 - Dr.Seema Ramakrishnan ; Co-Author : T789 - Dr.Tiruvengada Krishnan K, Dr.Shivananda Narayana

[FP517] : COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CONVENTIONAL EPI OFF CXL WITH HIGH FLUENCE TRANSEPITHELIAL CXL
Presenting & Chief Author : S1527 - Dr.Shreyas Ramamurthy ; Co-Author : Dr.Gitansha Sachdev

4.00 PM to 5.00 PM
FREE PAPER SESSION - Cornea II
Judges
1. Dr. Mohan
2. Dr. Thirvengadakrishnan
3. Dr. Balaji

[FP62] : CONJUNCTIVAL LYMPHOMA MASQUERADING AS CONJUNCTIVAL INFLAMMATION
Presenting & Chief Author : A1819 - Dr.Abiramasundari D ; Co-Author : S207 - Dr.Srimas Misra

[FP166] : A STUDY ON CENTRAL CORNEAL THICKNESS IN TYPE 2 DIABETICS AND ITS CORRELATION TO THEIR GLYCEMIC STATUS
Presenting & Chief Author : S2738 - Dr.Sanjitha Vilma Moses ; Co-Author : S1380 - Dr.Swamy Raj S.V, S838 - Dr.J.Samuel Cornelius Gnanadurai

[FP236] : ENDOTHELIITIS FOLLOWING LIGHTNING STRIKE – A RARE PRESENTATION
Presenting & Chief Author : V2754 - Dr.Venniladini A ; Co-Author : K1522 - Dr.K. Kavitha

[FP289] : PATCH GRAFT FOR PERFORATED CORNEAL ULCERS
Presenting & Chief Author : A2823 - Dr.Aditya Sanjeev Ghorpade ; Co-Author : A1356 - Dr.anitha Venugopal, SN2822 - Dr.Swetha MH

[FP298] : COMPARISON OF SPLIT CONJUNCTIVAL GRAFT WITH AND WITHOUT LIMBAL ORIENTATION IN DOUBLE HEAD PTERYGIA
Presenting Author : S2348 - Dr.Soundarya B ; Chief Author : S733 - Dr.K.Shreesha Kumar ; Co-Author : S2348 - Dr.Soundarya B
[FP301]: A NOVEL IN SITU SUSTAINED RELEASE DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR INFECTIVE KERATITIS
Presenting & Chief Author : L1655 - Dr.Lional Raj D ; Co-Author :

[FP492]: EFFECT OF TOPICAL STEROIDS ON TEAR FILM INSTABILITY AFTER CATARACT SURGERY IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.
Presenting & Chief Author : LN2730 - Dr.Lekshmi Prasad ; Co-Author : T1691 - Dr.Thangerani Raajaseharan

[FP501]: RISK FACTORS AND OUTCOMES OF MULTIDRUG RESISTANT PSEUDOMONAS KERATITIS
Presenting & Chief Author : J2001 - Dr.Josephine Christy S ; Co-Authors : Dr.VARSHA BELAMGI, A1702 - Dr.Aruna P.J

6.30 PM TO MIDNIGHT – GRAND ENTERTAINMENT & GALA BANQUET @ VENUE (OPEN SPACE)
DON’T MISS IT!

DAY 3

HALL A

8.00 AM TO 9.00 AM
IC 15
CATARACT MASTERING MULTIFOCALS; MAXIMIZING MANIPULATIONS - CASE BASED APPROACH
Chief Instructor - Dr.Chockalingam M
1. Basics of Multifocality- Dr.Chockalingam M- 5min
2. Biometry of MF IOL Success with extended Depth of Focus IOL's- Dr.Kumaran Murugesan M- 10min
3. Patient counselling and initiation into adopting multi focal iol in practice - Dr.Arvid V- 10 min
4. Fine tuning for Optimal Results in Multifocal Toric IOL Perfection with Trifocal IOL's- Dr.Ramesh R- 15 min
5. Surgical Technique of Multifocal IOL's- Dr.Chockalingam M- 10 min

9.00 AM to 10.00 AM
IC 68
Biometry Nightmares - challenging situations
Chief Instructor - Dr V Panneerselvam
Topics- 10 min each
1. Dr Ramesh Dorairajan - Biometry in Nanophthalmic eyes
2. Dr S G Priya Biometry in high myopic eyes
3. Dr K S Siddharthan - Biometry / IOL option in post keratoplasty eyes
4. Dr Arulmozhiyarman - Biometry in post refractive surgery eyes
5. Dr V Madanagopalan - Biometry / IOl option in post VR surgery eyes

10.00 AM TO 10.30 AM
BODHI TREE SESSION
PHACOEMULSIFICATION FOR BEGINNERS
Dr.Kaladevi
Moderator- Dr. Ganesh

10.30 AM TO 12.00 PM
DELEGATE QUIZ – SPONSORED BY ENTOD PHARMA & APPASAMY ASSOCIATES.
PRIZES-
1.INDIRECT OPHTHALMOSCOPE
2. APPLANATION TONOMETER
3. GONIOSCOPE OR 20D LENS
Quiz Master – Dr. Santosh G. Honavar

12.00 PM TO 1.30 PM
BEST OF BEST PAPER SESSION
JUDGES
1. Dr. Panneerselvam
2. Dr. JK Reddy
3. Dr. Parivadhini A
4. Dr. Sriram Gopal,
5. Dr. Radhika Natarajan

1.30 PM - VALEDICTORY FUNCTION

HALL B

8.00 AM TO 9.00 AM
IC 79
Ocular trauma - Dealing with the blows!!
Chief Instructor- Dr. Ramya Ravindran
Topics- 10 min each
1. Corneal tear and graft dehiscence- well begun is half done!- Dr. Ramya Ravindran
2. A tear in the opening!- Managing traumatic lid and canthal lacerations- Dr. Kalpana Suresh
3. IOFB and traumatic cataract for the anterior segment surgeon- Lets get it out!- Dr. Devyani Gadre-Worah
4. Problems's posterior!- VR surgeon to the rescue!!!- Dr. Dhruv Worah
5. Save the surface!- Newer therapies in chemical and thermal injuries- Dr. Ruchika Pattanaik

9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM
SYMPOSIUM
Treatment Algorithms in Ocular Oncology –
Chairperson - Dr. Santosh G. Honavar
Co chair - Dr. MVS. Prakash
Moderator - Dr Divya Ashok Kumar
Topics- 10 min each
1. Eyelid tumours - Dr. R. Thenmozhi.
2. Orbital and Adnexal Tumors - Dr. G. Seethapathy
3. Ocular surface tumours- Dr. Jaya Gayathri
4. Advances in Ocular Oncology in the last decade - Dr. Santosh G. Honavar (Keynote)

10.00 AM TO 11.00 AM
IC 23
Controversies in Refractive Surgery- Simplified
Chief Instructor- Dr. D. Ananth
Topics- 10 min each
1. Phakic IOL is for everyone- Dr. D. Ananth
2. Quality of vision - SMILE vs LASIK- Dr. S.K. Sundaramoorthy
3. Management of Flaps Striae- Dr. J. K. Reddy
4. Is LASIK to be blamed for all the dryness?- Dr. Prabhu Vijayaraghavan
5. PRK Plus- Dr. Sujatha Chinnamuthu

11.00 AM TO 12.00 PM
TANTRAS FOR SPECTACLE DISPENSING
Moderator- Dr. S. Venkatesh
Topics- 12 min each
1. Why should we have optical dispensing - Dr. Santhi Selvan
2. Lenses & Frames - Dr. Amudha Raghupathy
3. Inventory Maintenance - Dr. N. Sathiyan
4. Fitting and problem solving - Dr. S. Venkatesh

12.00 PM TO 1.00 PM

IC-40
OCULOPLASTY SIMPLIFIED - FOR GENERAL OPHTALMOLOGISTS- ORBIT
Chief Instructor - Dr. Viji Rangarajan
1. Botulinum toxin - Toxin that heals - Dr. Viji Rangarajan - 10 min
2. What works for Senile entropion - Dr. Kavitha Ramakrishnan - 8 min
3. Tackling ectropion - Dr. Jaya Gayathri R - 8 min
4. Lid and canalicular lacerations - Dr. V. Maneksha - 8 min
5. Tips for management of facial palsy - Dr. Dayakar Yadalla - 10 min
6. Silicon frontalis sling - Versatile device - Dr. Viji Rangarajan - 8 min

HAL C

8.00 AM TO 9.00 AM

IC 45
PEAD Pediatric Ophthalmology for the General Ophthalmologist - A Brief Overview
Chief Instructor - Dr. C. Sandra
Topics - 10 min each
1. Strabismus in Children - When to refer - Dr. C. Sandra
2. Vision assessment, Glass prescription and Amblyopia Management - Dr. Amrutha Sindhu
3. White reflex in Children - Dr. Sasikala Elizabeth A
4. Pediatric Retinal Disorders - Prof. Saravanan VR
5. Childhood Ocular Allergy - Dr. Shilpa Rao G

9.00 AM TO 10.00 AM

SYMPOSIUM
Pediatric cataract
Chairperson - Dr. Sumita Agarkar
Co-chairperson - Dr. Ramesh
Moderator - Dr. C Sandra Ganesh
Topics - 10 min each
1. When do we operate – Dr. C Sandra Ganesh
2. Which IOL and which IOL calculation formula – Dr. Jeyanthan Soundarapandian
3. Surgical tips and tricks – Dr. Ramesh
4. Surgery in special situations – Dr. Sumita Agarkar
5. Post op management and rehabilitation – Dr V. Rajesh Prabu

10.00 AM TO 11.00 AM

SYMPOSIUM
Anti VEGFs and steroids – Conundrums in practice
Chairperson : Dr A Srinivasan
Co-chairperson : Dr Raghuram
Moderator : Dr Jayashree Arunaprakash
Topics - 10 min each
1. Biosimilars and macular pathology – where do we stand? - Dr K Rajasekar
2. Treatment protocols of anti VEGF agents in Age related macular degeneration - Dr. Anand Rajendran
3. Anti VEGF agents in DME – when to treat, switch and stop - Dr Balasubramaniam S
4. Retinal vein occlusions and anti VEGFs – role and limitations - Dr Amjad Salman
5. Intravitreal steroids in DME and RVO – have they got their due - Dr Manoj Khatri

11.00 AM TO 12.00 PM
IC 81
ADVANCES IN PRESBYOPIA MANAGEMENT
Chief Instructor- Dr.Nishanth M
Topics- 12 min each
1. Presbyopic lasers- Dr.Nishanth M
2. Presbyopic ICL- Dr.Anand Parthasarathy
3. Presbyopic IOL- Dr.Lalith Sohan Raj
4. Presbyopia as we know it- Dr.Nishanth M

12.00 PM TO 1.00 PM
SYMPOSIUM
Research and Publishing – The need of the hour
Panelists : Dr Namperumalsamy
Dr Jotirmay Biswas
Dr Nirmal Fredrick
Dr Rachula Daniel
Dr Divya Ashok Kumar
Moderator : Dr Sharmila Devi
Topics- 10 min each
1. The inspiration and aspiration to publish - Dr J Biswas
2. How should authors choose their journal and how do journals choose their articles? - Dr Nirmal Fredrick
3. Literature search and framing the research question – The foundations of an article - Dr Rachula Daniel
4. Methodology, statistics and results – The heart of a research paper - Dr Divya Ashok Kumar
5. Writing a thesis/dissertation - Dr Sharmila Devi

HALL D
8.00 AM TO 9.00 AM
IC 54
GLAUCOMA A practical update on Lasers in glaucoma
Chief Instructor- Dr.Rathini Lilian David

1. Can SLT be used as a primary treatment modality? A critical review of the LiGHT trial. - Dr. Rathini Lilian David - 12 min
2. A focus on diode cyclophotocoagulation and micro pulse diode - Dr.Parivadhini A - 12 min
3. Endoscopic cyclophotocoagulation : When and How to perform - Dr. Mona Khurana - 10 min
4. Practical and evidence based use of Lasers in angle closure disease and plateau iris - Dr. Trupti Sudhir Patil - 12 min

9.00 AM TO 9.30 AM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
PRACTICAL PERIMETRY FOR PRACTITIONERS
Dr.Murali Ariga
Moderator- Dr.N.Sathiyan

9.30 AM TO 10.00 AM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
OCT
Dr. Prabu Baskaran
Moderator-Dr.Sobha

10.00 AM TO 11.00 AM
IC 31
Smartphone Ophthalmology - Apps & Snaps
Chief Instructor- Dr.John Davis Akkara
Topics- 10 min each
1. Clinical Photo & Surgical Video Editing on Smartphone - Dr. Rashmita R
2. Anterior Segment & Fundus Photography from Trash - Dr. Prithvi C
3. Smartphone Slitlamp Photography - barehanded & adapter - Dr. Shana Sood
4. Stereopsis testing & Amblyopia Therapy on Smartphone - Dr. John Davis Akkara
5. 3D Photography & Videography in Smartphone Ophthalmology - Dr. John Davis Akkara
6. Basic & Advanced Apps for Ophthalmologists - Dr. Subhashini M

11.00 AM TO 11.30 AM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
Dacryocystorhinostomy
1. Basics of external DCR- Tips for success - Dr. Viji Rangarajan -12 min
2. Prevention and management of failures in external DCR - Dr. Sruthi Tara - 8 min
3. Basics of endoscopic endonasal DCR - Dr. Samarapuri - 10 min

11.30 AM TO 12.00 PM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
B-SCAN
Dr Suganeswari
Moderator Dr. Manavi D sindal

12.00 PM TO 12.30 PM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
Pterygium
Dr. Senthil Kumar
Moderator Dr. K. Shreeshaa Kumar

12.30 PM TO 1.00 PM
THE BODHI TREE SESSION
Corneal Topography
Dr. Sujatha
Moderator-Dr. Ananth
[FP140]: RETINAL NERVE FIBRE LAYER CHANGES AFTER PANRETINAL PHOTOCOAGULATION AND CORRELATION WITH LASERSPOTS
Presenting & Chief Author: SN 2637 - Dr.Souda Chereyeri ; Co-Author : LN1434 - Dr.Lalith Sundaram

[FP203]: OUTCOMES OF ALL PROBE DIABETIC VITRECTOMY WITHOUT PRE OPERATIVE ANTI VEGF
Presenting & Chief Author : P1463 - Dr.Prabu Baskaran ; Co-Author :

[FP240]: CO EXISTENT RETINAL FINDINGS IN PRETERM NEONATES SCREENED FOR RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY (ROP)
Presenting & Chief Author : R2792 - Dr.Renuga A ; Co-Authors : P900 - Dr.Prathiba M, S1251 - Dr.P.Sukanya

[FP275]: CONTRAST SENSITIVITY - AN EFFECTIVE TOOL IN DIAGNOSING PRE CLINICAL DIABETIC RETINOPATHY.
Presenting & Chief Author : D2655 - Dr.Deepika Mp ; Co-Authors : V1381 - Dr.VIDHYA N, A1466 - Dr.Ashish Sharma

[FP291]: LONGTERM OUTCOME OF COMBINED PHOTO DYNAMIC THERAPY AND ANTI VEGF IN PCV
Presenting & Chief Author : K2853 - Dr.Karthikeyan K ; Co-Authors : N1026 - Prof.K.Naresh Babu , O2508 - Dr.Obali Ramachandra N

[FP343]: SYMPATHETIC OPHTHALMITIS POST VITRECTOMY - A CASE SERIES
Presenting & Chief Author : R1736 - Dr.Raghuraman. B ; Co-Author : Dr.V R Saravanan

[FP364]: OUTCOMES OF RETINAL DETACHMENT (RD) POST TRAUMA IN PAEDIATRIC POPULATION
Presenting & Chief Author : MN2054 - Dr.Manavi D. Sindal ; Co-Authors : Dr.Harshal Gondhale , Dr.Khushboo

[FP367]: A STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF 25 G SCLEROTOMIES WITH ANTERIOR SEGMENT OPTICAL COHERENT TOMOGRAPHY
Presenting & Chief Author : A2271 - Dr.Aruna S.K ; Co-Author : P1463 - Dr.Prabu Baskaran

[FP373]: A STUDY ON ASSOCIATION OF MEAN PLATELET VOLUME WITH HYPERTENSIVE RETINOPATHY
Presenting & Chief Author : K2725 - Dr.Kaowshalyaa A ; Co-Authors : S1943 - Dr.Sivakumar K K, T1691 - Dr.Thangerani Raajaseharan

[FP493]: ALBUMINURIC STATUS IN PATIENTS WITH CLINICAL DIABETIC RETINOPATHY IN TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS
Presenting & Chief Author : S1072 - Dr.K.Stephen Sudhakar k ; Co-Author : S958 - Dr.Shankar C

[FP540]: MANAGEMENT OF PREMACULAR SUBHYALOID HEMORRHAGE OF VARIOUS ETIOLOGIES BY ND:YAG LASER HYALOIDOTOMY
Presenting & Chief Author : K853 - Dr.Koshal Ram ; Co-Author :

[FP552]: OCULAR HEMODYNAMICS IN DIABETIC RETINOPATHY USING COLOUR DOPPLER
Presenting & Chief Author : HN2356 - Dr.Harika V ; Co-Author : S670 - Dr.Suhas Prabhakar

10.00 AM TO 11.30 AM
VIDEO SESSION- Capt.Subramaniam Best Video Award
Judges
1. Dr. Nirmal Fedrick
2. Dr. V.Siddharthan
3. Dr. Prem Raj
VT2
UNCLIP, TUCK AND STITCH - BRING IT ALL TOGETHER
Presenting & Chief Author : N1042 - Dr.M.Nivean; Co-Authors: P1286 - Dr.Pratheeba Devi Nivean, N1287 - Dr.NishanthM

VT3
MYO-CONJUNCTIVAL TECHNIQUE – SAFE AND SIMPLE!
Presenting & Chief Author : S1441 - Dr.L. Sophia; Co-Author : N384 - Dr.C.A.Nelson Jesudasan

VT5
GIANT OCULAR SURFACE NEOPLASIA WRAPPING WHOLE CORNEA
Presenting & Chief Author : D2280 - Dr.Dhivya A

VT10
POLAR CATARACTS AND ACTIVE FLUIDICS – A SURE SUCCESS STORY
Presenting & Chief Author : M870 - Dr.Meena Kumari R; Co-Authors: R414 - Dr.Ramesh R, S2431 - Dr.Shruthy Vaishali R

VT13
INFINITY STONES (GADGETS) AT YOUR FINGER TIPS (PC DESKTOP- INTERCONNECTIVITY) FOR EFFECTIVE PRACTICE
Presenting & Chief Author : P2191 - Dr.Prasanna Venkatesh R; Co-Authors : S707 - Dr.Sathyan P, A2894 - Dr.Abhinay A

VT16
FEMTO IS NOT A PANDORA’S BOX
Presenting & Chief Author : G2038 - Dr.Gomathi @ Ramya M; Co-Author : M2510 - Dr.Shekar Madhu

VT19
DEEP-LINKING
Presenting & Chief Author : L1655 - Dr.Lional Raj D

VT24
ADJUST AND ALIGN ON THE GO: SSASS FOR LARGE ANGLE HORIZONTAL STRABISMUS
Presenting & Chief Author : M977 - Dr.Muralidhar R; Co-Authors: Dr.Chidambaram AP, Fasna Asafali M

11.30 AM TO 1.00 PM
UG QUIZ
Quiz Master- Dr.Ezhilvendhan

Coimbatore Ophthalmic Association Best Poster Award.
Judges
1. Dr.Ananth
2. Dr. Siddharthan.V
3. Dr.Sirish Kumar
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th><strong>WET LAB</strong></th>
<th><strong>DRY LAB</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>FRIDAY</td>
<td>FORENOON PHACOEMULSIFICATION &amp; GREEN LASER,</td>
<td>EQUIPMENTS AND INSTRUMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9/8/2019</td>
<td>IMPLANTABLE COLLAMER LENS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AFTERNOON PHACOEMULSIFICATION &amp; GREEN LASER</td>
<td>RETINSOSCOPY SIMPLIFIED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SATURDAY</td>
<td>FORENOON PHACOEMULSIFICATION &amp; GREEN LASER</td>
<td>SYNOPTOPHORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10/8/2019</td>
<td>AFTERNOON PHACOEMULSIFICATION &amp; GREEN LASER TORIC IOL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MARKING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SUNDAY</td>
<td>FORENOON PHACOEMULSIFICATION &amp; GREEN LASER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11/8/2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>